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When Newton gave his general solution to the inverse problem of central forces in Proposi- 
tion 41 of Book I of his Principia he offered only one concrete xample, the orbits for an 
inverse cube force with the initial velocity perpendicular to the line to the force center. This 
example is contained in Corollary 3 to Proposition 41. As it stands in the Principia, Corollary 
3 is essentially inaccessible. An explanation of the corollary in a manuscript written by 
Newton seven years after the publication of the Principia made the corollary accessible to 
persons with a knowledge of Latin and with significant training in mathematics and physics. 
This explanation was "evidently written" at the request of the mathematician David Gregory, 
so Gregory qualifies as one person for whom the corollary became accessible. But the 
corollary remained inaccessible to most people interested in the history of science. An 
English translation and notes written by Turnbull in modern times made Corollary 3 much 
more accessible, but even this further explanation did not go into sufficient detail. The heart 
of the mystery of Corollary 3 concerns what we call "the visualization of quadratures." In
this paper we go beyond Turnbull's notes and provide a detailed analysis which makes 
minimal requirements on the technical background of readers. It is our hope that in this 
way this single important example of Newton's pathbreaking work on the inverse problem 
will be rendered accessible to the majority of historians of science. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
Quand Newton donna sa solution grnrrale du probl~me inverse des forces centrales, il
n'offrit qu'un seul exemple concret, celui des trajectoires pour une force (avec une vrlocit6 
initiale perpendiculaire ~tla ligne centrale de la force) qui est proportionnelle ~tl'inverse 
cube de la distance. Cet exemple, qui se trouve dans les Principia comme le trois~me 
corollaire de la proposition 41, est essentiellement i accessible dans sa forme originelle. 
Rrpondant aux questions posres par le mathrmaticien, David Gregory, Newton tenta de la 
clarifier dans un manuscrit 6crit sept ans apr~s la publication des Principia. I1 y rrussit 
le rendre accessible au moins ~ ceux qui 6taient vers6 dans le latin, les mathrmatiques, et 
la physique. Le corollaire, cependant, resta obscur pour la plupart de ceux qui s'intrressent 
l'histoire des sciences. ,~ l'rpoque moderne, Turnbull traduisit le texte et prrsenta un 
commentaire qui 6claircit certains aspects du corollaire mais qui n'entre pas suffisament 
dans les drtails. Dans cet article, nous drpassons des notes de Turnbull en prrsentant une 
analyse drtaillre du corollaire qui souligne une idre clef que nous appelons la "visualisation 
des quadratures" et qui n'exige qu'un minimum de comprtence technique. Nous esprrons 
donc rendre cet exemple singulier et important accessible ~ la plupart des historiens des 
sciences. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
AIs Newton in Proposition 41 von Buch I der Principia seine allgemeine Lrsung des 
Umkehrproblems von Zentralkr~iften a gab, bot er nur ein konkretes Beispiel: die Umlauf- 
bahnen, deren verursachende Kraft proportional zum Kehrwert der dritten Potenz des 
Abstandes i t, mit der Anfangsgeschwindigkeit s nkrecht zur Richtung des Kraftzentrums. 
Dieses Beispiel steht in Korollar 3 zur Proposition 41. So wie es in der Principia erscheint, 
ist Korollar 3 grundlegend unverst~indlich. Eine Erkl~irung des Korollars in einem von 
Newton sieben Jahre nach der Verrffentlichung der Principia geschriebenen Manuskript 
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machte das Korollar einem Publikum mit Lateinkenntnissen und guter Ausbildung inMa- 
thematik und Physik zug~inglich. Diese Erkl~rung wurde offensichtlich auf die Bitte des 
Mathematikers David Gregory hin geschrieben, wodurch sich Gregory als einer, ftir den 
das Korollar verstandlich war, qualifiziert. Aber das Korollar blieb ftir die meisten sich for 
Wissenschaftsgeschichte interessierenden Menschen unzugiinglich. Eine englische ISlberset- 
zung und in heutiger Zeit von Turnbull geschriebene Anmerkungen machten Korollar 3 
wesentlich verstiindlicher, aber sogar diese weiteren Erkl~irungen gingen icht geniigend ins 
Detail. Der Kern des Riitsels von Korollar 3 hat mit dem zu tun, was wir "Die Veranschauli- 
chung der Quadraturen" ennen. In diesem Artikel gehen wir fiber Turnbulls Anmerkungen 
hinaus und stellen eine detaillierte Untersuchung an, die minimale Anforderungen a  tech- 
nische Vorkenntnisse d r Leser stellt. Unsere Hoffnung ist, dab dadurch dieses einzelne 
wichtige Beispiel aus Newtons bahnbrechender Arbeit iber das Umkehrproblem der Mehr- 
heit der Wissenschaftshistoriker zugiinglich gemacht wird. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In Proposition 41 of Book I of his Principia Newton formulated a solution 
involving quadratures to the general inverse problem of central forces. Interest- 
ingly, he offered only one specific example, the orbits for an inverse cube force 
with the initial velocity perpendicular to the line to the force center. He offered 
this concrete xample in Corollary 3 to Proposition 41. Considering the importance 
of Proposition 41 it is surprising that so little has been written concerning this 
sole example, or indeed, concerning Proposition 41 itself. Why is this? 
The answer, we maintain, concerns the "accessibil ity" of Corollary 3. This 
corollary is a mystery. The reader is invited to peruse it and to try to relate it to 
Proposition 41. Newton's contemporary, the mathematician David Gregory, not 
surprisingly asked Newton for an explanation [6, 351, Note 1] and Newton pro- 
vided this explanation in a manuscript written seven years after the publication 
of the Principia. 1 Newton's explanatory manuscript made the corollary accessible 
to persons with a knowledge of Latin and with significant training in mathematics 
and physics. However, for most people interested in the history of science New- 
ton's manuscript is not enough of an explanation. 2 An English translation and 
notes written by Turnbull in modern times [6, 348-354] permitted the average 
reader to obtain a better understanding of Corollary 3, but still more detail was 
needed. We also note that slightly later than Turnbull, D. T. Whiteside also 
1 This manuscript, dated 8May 1694, with English translation a d notes can be found in [6,348-354]. 
The original of the manuscript is in the Library of the Royal Society of London and is numbered 
R. S. Greg. MS. fo. 163. 
2 E. J. Aiton thought otherwise and said that a modern reader "would easily follow the explanation 
sent o Gregory" [1, 83-84]. We find Alton's position very questionable b cause Newton's comments 
on how he integrated ("squared") the curve dc are much too meager. 
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considered Corollary 3 in Vol. 6 of his well-known edition of The Mathematical 
Papers of Isaac Newton. 3
The mystery of Corollary 3 concerns "the visualization of quadratures." Our 
plan in this paper is to go beyond Turnbull's notes and to provide a very detailed 
analysis which makes Newton's important work on this inverse cube force example 
of his general analysis in Proposition 41 accessible to the majority of historians 
of science. 
One periodically hears a call for a complete commentary volume on Newton's 
Principia. Why has this never been done and why is it unlikely that it will ever 
be done? Simply because it is too monumental  task. The most we can reasonably 
work toward is an analysis of and commentary on all of the more important parts 
of the Principia. Corollary 3 to Proposition 41 is one of the more important parts 
of the Principia. This paper is offered as one "brick" in the continuing historical 
task of understanding the work of Newton. 
2. PROPOSITION 41 
Proposition 41 is in Section 8 of Book I of the Principia. It comes quite a bit 
after Newton's much better known work on some of the propositions of sections 
2 and 3 of Book I. Ask a typical historian of science about Proposition 1of Book 
I (the proof of the Kepler Areal Law), or Proposition 11 (an elliptic central force 
orbit with force center at one focus implies an inverse square central force), and 
you will get a ready answer. Ask that same historian about Proposition 41, or 
Corollary 3 to Proposition 41, and an answer will not be as ready to hand. As one 
illustration, consider the relative space devoted to Propositions 1 and 41 in Richard 
Westfall's book, Force in Newton's Physics [7]. Proposition 1receives a full page 
treatment (on p. 478) and is mentioned at other places in the book; Proposition 
41 seems to be mentioned not at all. As a second illustration, consider Bernard 
Cohen's book, The Birth of a New Physics [2]. In this book Proposition 1 is 
discussed for some four pages (pp. 160-163); Proposition 41 is not discussed at 
all. 
And yet we must stress that Proposition 41 can be considered as the climax of 
Newton's theoretical work on central force motion. This proposition lays out a 
program for finding the motion of bodies under the action of a given centripetal 
force. 
3 Whiteside gave a rather unsatisfying explanation of Corollary 3. He unnecessarily complicated 
Newton's problem to include angles other than 90 ° between the initial radius vector and the initial 
velocity, and dismissed the entire mystery of the conics by saying "Newton straightforwardly intro- 
duces the auxiliary central conics VRS whose general point R(x, y) is defined, with respect o origin 
C and abscissa CVT, by the Cartesian equations y2 = +_h2(RZ _ x2), thereby determining the orbital 
radius CP = r to be equal to their subtangent CT = CV2/x and the polar angle V'~C-'P = ~b to be 
proportional to the sector (VCR) = ½Jhvx - f hv dx x=CVG,, •  [8, Note 214 on p. 354]. 
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FIG. 1. Newton's diagram for Proposition 41 in the first edition of the Principia (taken from [6, 350, 
Fig. 2]). 
Figure 1 is Newton's diagram for his Proposition 41 in the first edition of the 
Principia [5]. Point C is the force center and VIKk is the orbit of the body. 
Newton used Galileo's idea of "sublimity" for specifying the initial speed of 
the body at point V [3, 20-21, 29; 4 232-233]. That is, he imagines the body to 
be dropped from point A and to accelerate to the speed v0 at point V under the 
action of the given centripetal force. This is the initial speed with which the body 
is moving at point V and Newton assumes that this initial speed is perpendicular 
to the line CVA. Thus, the initial conditions for Newton's problem are set: the 
initial radial coordinate is CV and the initial speed is v0, given by fall from point 
A to point V. 
In his immediately preceding Proposition 40 Newton had demonstrated that the 
speed v of the body at point I in its orbit was the same as that reached in direct 
fall to point D, where D is at the same distance from C as I; and in Proposition 
39 he had demonstrated that the square of this speed was proportional to area 
ABFD, where DF is proportional to the centripetal force. Thus, 
V 2 ~ ABFD, or vo¢ ~ .  
In what follows it is convenient to take the constant of proportionality in this 
latter expression as unity, which gives 
v = AV~-~.  (1) 
In his proof of Proposition 41 Newton uses a constant, Q, which is equal to 
the modern angular momentum per unit mass, h, when the above constant of 
proportionality is taken as unity. Newton takes Q to be a constant and defines a 
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variable Z as Z = Q/A (where A, the altitude, is equal to the radial coordinate 
IC = r). With this definition of Z, Newton then writes 
V / -~ : Z = IK : KN. (2) 
This equation defines Q since ~ = by, Z = Q/r,  IK = v dt, and KN = 
r dO. Thus, Eq. (2) can be written as 
bvr /Q  = v dt/r  dO, or Q = br20 = bh, 
where h is the constant angular momentum per unit mass. If now we take the 
proportionality constant b to be equal to unity, we find that 
Q= r20 = h. (3) 
It is worth emphasizing that the simple equivalence of Newton's Q and the modern 
h depends on the choice of unity for the proportionality constant connecting the 
velocity and the square root of area ABFD. 4 
The quantity Z = Q/A is of special interest o Newton. We have 
Z = Q/A  = Q/r  = rO = Vo, (4) 
where v o is the modern transverse speed component. 
Newton squares Eq. (2) to find that 
ABFD:ZZ = IK2 :KN 2 [5, 131]. (5) 
He subtracts unity from each side of this equation and finds that 
(ABFD - ZZ) /ZZ = INZ/KN 2. (6) 
The square root of ABFD - ZZ is none other than the radial speed, Vr = dr/dt.  
This is because ABFD = v 2 and ZZ = VZo . Thus, 
~/ABFD - ZZ = v r = dr/dt. (7) 
Since ABFD is known in terms of r by an integration (from Proposition 39), 
and ZZ = (Q/r)  2, we see that what Newton is working toward is a separation of 
the variables r and t and an integration to give r as a function of t. But how 
4 The line DF (Fig. l) is taken by Newton as 
f Fdx = 
ABFD = 
proportional to the force, say DF = kF. Now 
f DF , 1 2 Tax  = ~mv 
~ kmv 2 
~ =  ~km v. 
We see that our choice of unity for the proportionality constant between ~ and v is equivalent 
to the choice X/½km = 1. This is the standard choice made by modem writers. See Turnbull, [6, p. 
353] and Aiton [1, p. 83, Note 8]. 
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does he go about his? A modern mathematician would immediately separate the 
variables and find that 
dr (8) 
t=  VABF-D-ZZ" 
But not Newton. Newton wants a visualization of the time t in terms of an area. 
He knows the body is sweeping out area at a constant rate equal to h/2 = Q/2, 
so that 
Q t = area VIC. (9) 
2 
So, to visualize the integration expressed by Eq. (8), we multiply both sides of 
Eq. (8) by Q/2 to find that 
area VIC = Q f dr (10) 
~v/ABFD - ZZ 
Newton therefore defines 
Db = Q (1 l) 
2 X/ABFD - ZZ 
and shows that the integral of Db gives area VIC, which equals (Q/2)t. Thus he 
has shown that "If, therefore, any time be given during which the body has been 
moving from V, there will also be given the area proportional to it VDba; and 
thence will be given the altitude of the body CD or CI" [5, 131-132]. 
Thus, Newton has achieved half of his task; he has the radial coordinate as a 
function of t. This, of course, assumes that the integration of Db can be accom- 
plished, or as Newton said: "granting the quadratures of curvilinear figures" [5, 
130]. In this lovely part of the proof of Proposition 41 we note especially Newton's 
use of the visual appeal of an area for a "quadrature." Area VIC, the area swept 
out by the radius vector to the body, is the chosen area for the computation of r 
as a function of t. 
In a completely analogous way Newton chooses area VCX (see Fig. l) as the 
visualization for the computation of the orbital angle VCX (which we will denote 
by the usual 0) as a function of r. The procedure can once again start with dr/dt, 
proceed to a separation of 0 and r, and then the area VCX can be brought in for 
visualizing the quadrature of area VDcd. We have 
dr dr dO dr • 
~v/ABFD - ZZ - ~ - -~ ~ - --~ 0 
dr 2;,_ dr rZX/ABFD - ZZ = --~ r tJ - -~  Q 
(CX)2 dO = dr Q(CX) 2 
2 2rZX/ABFD - ZZ 
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area VCX -(._2_)2 JCXc  dO = f dr Q(CX) 2 
Z Z 
areaVCX = (CX)2 f 0 = Dc dr = area VDcd (12) 
where Dc - Q(CX)2 (13) 
2r2V'ABFD - ZZ" 
In this way Newton completes his Proposition 41 with the calculation of "the 
area VDca, and the sector VCX equal thereto, together with its angle VCI," and 
states "But the angle VCI, and the altitude CI being given, there is also given the 
place I, in which the body will be found at the end of that time. Q.E.I. ''5 
We note carefully that of the two areas which Newton invokes to associate 
with his quadratures, the orbital area VIC seems very directly related to the 
physical situation, but that the circular sector area VCX is much less directly 
related to the problem. We shall see in what follows that the mysterious conic 
sections invoked by Newton in the inverse cube problem of Corollary 3 are once 
again a device to visualize quadratures, with the conic sections in this case having 
no physical relationship whatever to the physical problem at hand. The ultimate 
key to the mystery of Corollary 3 is Newton's practice of expressing abstract 
quadratures by concrete visualizations. 
3. COROLLARY 3 TO PROPOSITION 41 
Corollary 3 to Proposition 41 is Newton's olution for the orbits of an inverse 
cube central force. We have already noted Newton's explanation of this corollary 
given to David Gregory seven years after the first publication of the corollary. If 
David Gregory, an outstanding mathematician of the period, asked Newton for 
an explanation then we can be reasonably certain that practically nobody, mathe- 
matician, physicist, or otherwise, understood the proof of the corollary as stated 
in the Principia. 
We quote the Corollary and give Newton's accompanying diagram in Fig. 2: 
COR. III. If to the centre C, and the principal vertex V, there be described a conic section 
VRS; and from any point thereof, as R, there be drawn the tangent RT meeting the axis CV 
indefinitely produced in the point T; and then joining CR there be drawn the right line CP, 
equal to the abscissa CT, making an angle VCP proportional to the sector VCR; and if a 
centripetal force inversely proportional to the cubes of the distances of the places from the 
centre, tends to the centre C; and from the place V there sets out a body with a just velocity 
in the direction of a line perpendicular to the right line CV; that body will proceed in a curve 
VPQ, which the point P will always touch; and therefore if the conic section VRS be an 
hyperbola, the body will descend to the centre; but if it be an ellipse, it will ascend continually, 
and go farther and farther off in infinitum. And, on the contrary, if a body endued with any 
5 See [5, 132]. Note that points a and d of the first edition of the Principia (see our Fig. 1) coincide 
at infinity because the radial speed ABFD - ZZ equals zero at point V. The two points are shown 
as a single point a in the third edition of the Principia. Thus, area VDca = area VDcd = area VdcD. 
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FIG. 2. Newton's diagram for Corollary 3 to Proposition 41. (Reproduced by permission from Florian 
Cajori (Ed.), Isaac Newton: Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy and His System of the 
World. Translated by Andrew Motte. Copyright © 1934 and 1962 Regents of the University of Cali- 
fornia.) 
velocity goes off from the place V, and according as it begins to descend obliquely to the 
center, or to ascend obliquely from it, the figure VRS be either an hyperbola or an ellipse, 
the curve may be found by increasing or diminishing the angle VCP in a given ratio. And 
the centripetal force becoming centrifugal, the body will ascend obliquely in the curve VPQ, 
which is found by taking the angle VCP proportional to the elliptic sector VRC, and the 
length CP equal to the length CT, as before. All these things follow from the foregoing 
Proposition, by the quadrature of a certain curve, the invention of which, as being easy 
enough, for brevity's ake I omit. [6, 353, note 2] 
The reader of this corollary is bound to ask himself 'Whence cometh the conic 
section VRS and why is it connected to the orbit in the manner specified by 
Newton?'  This is the mystery of Corollary 3. And it took seven years before 
anybody asked for an explanation of the mystery. 
Surely there is a lesson in the seven years delay for an explanation to be 
requested by Gregory and delivered by Newton. That lesson is that there are 
cognoscenti in every area of science, a small group of experts who are the only 
ones capable of judging a particular scientific work which contains significant 
complexity or which requires significant background. It is up to this cognoscenti 
to ask the questions and to do the judging. If, as in the case of Corollary 3, they 
wait seven years to ask a question then the world has to wait seven years. And 
the world may have to wait longer if the explanation is only understandable to
the cognoscenti. There is the original Corollary 3, the 1694 explanation to Gregory, 
the Turnbull notes of 1961, and now this paper. 
The explanation given by Newton to Gregory is straightforward in its first part. 
Newton takes the line DF (proportional to the force) as 
DF = a4/x 3 (14) 
and finds the area ADFB (the integral of DF) as 
ABFD = 2a4/x 2 - 2a4/c 2 (15) 
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where c = AC. Turnbull correctly pointed out [6, 132-133] that to agree with the 
result given in Eq. (15), the line DF should be correctly given as 
DF = 4a4/x 3. (14a) 
The square root of ABFD is proportional to the velocity. With our choice of a 
proportionality constant of unity we have 
v = ~ = ~/2a4/x 2- 2a4/c 2. (16) 
The quantity Db of Proposition 41 is, by Eq. (11) above, 
Db-  1 Q _ l Qx 
2 ~/ABFD - Z 2 2 V'2a 4 _ Q2 _ 2a4xZc-2 
The area VabD is 
1 [x=cv Qx dx 
VabD = ~ 3x V'2a 4 _ Q2  _ 2a4xZc-2 
-- cZQ {~/2a4 _ Q2 _ 2a4xZc-2 _ ~v/2a 4 _ Q2 _ 2a4(Cg)2c -2}  (17) 
4a 4 
Newton's manuscript gives area VabD as follows: 
2 
_ c Q 4 Q2 2a4xZc -2) - a given constant" "area VabD - -~a-Za 4 ~/(2a - - + 
[6, 351]. 
Turnbull's note 4 (p. 353) calls the "-+ a given constant" an "undetermined 
constant of integration". This is not the case, as we can see from our Eq. (17). 
Also, if we let Q = h, then we can evaluate Q at the apse (point V) as follows: 
Q = h = CV~/(2a4/CV 2) - (2a4/c 2) 
(18) 
0 2 ---- 2a 4 -- 2a4(CV2)/c2" 
This choice for Q makes the subtractive constant in Eq. (17) equal to zero and 
Eq. (17) becomes 
c2Q, /~ 4 Q2 Area VabD = ~ vza  - - 2a4x2c-2. (17a) 
Since area VabD = orbital area VCP = (h/2)t we have 
h cZQ, / , ,  4 Q2 _ 2a4xZc-2. (19) 
t = - 
4. THE MYSTERIOUS CONIC SECTIONS 
So far Newton's explanation to Gregory has been straightforward and there has 
been no mention of the conic sections. Next, the line Dc, which is to be integrated 
to yield the relation between 0 and r (or x), is given by Newton as 
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Fie. 3. Newton's diagram for the conic sections (taken from [6, 351, Fig. 1]). 
1 Q(CX) 2 
De = - 
2 Az~v/ABFD _ Z 2 
1 Q(CX) z (20) 
2 x~v/2a 4 _ Qz _ 2a4xZc-2" 
Newton 's  next  l ine in his exp lanat ion ,  and  his accompany ing  d iagram (here shown 
as our  Fig. 3), conta in  the mystery  of  the con ic  sect ions.  Newton  says: 
And by squaring the curve dc of which this is the ordinate we get the area VdcD in this way: 
Let eZ/x = z = CR, (Fig. 1) and ~/{-2a4c -2 + (2a 4 - Q2)e-4z2} be equal to the ordinate RS; 
and VdcD, the area sought, will be equal to the sector CVS multiplied by the given expression 
Q(CX)Z(2a 4- QZ)cZe-2/a4. [6, 351] 
We see therefore  that sector  CVS of  the myster ious  con ic  sect ions  (hyperbo la  
for an  at t ract ive inverse  cube  force or  el l ipse for a repuls ive  inverse  cube  force) 
is in tended as a v i sua l i za t ion  of  the integral  of  Dc,  or  equ iva lent ly  as a v isua l i zat ion  
of  the c i rcu lar  sector  VCX of  Fig. 1. Newton  does not  exp la in  his choice of  y for 
the con ic  sect ions  and  does not  jus t i fy  his c la im that area VdcD equals  area CVS 
mult ip l ied by  Q(CX)2(2a 4 - QZ)c2e-Z/a4. 
Turnbu l l ' s  Note  1 is helpful  in leading the in terested  reader  to an "unpack ing"  
of  Newton 's  very  br ie f  s ta tement  about  his auxi l iary  con ic  sect ions.  Turnbu l l  gave 
a modern  form of  the di f ferent ia l  equat ion  of  the orbit  (his Eq.  (3)) and  said 
He integrates (3) by taking x = eZ/z and then z = e cosh q5 (/z > 0) or z = e cos qb (p, < 0), 
giving 
nO = cb, where n = ee'/h, e '2 = I~l/c 2, 
and the polar equation for the orbit 
(x =) r = e sech nO (/z > 0) or r = e sec nO (tz < 0). 
His Fig. 1 (or Fig. 4) illustrates both cases: the sector VCS, say (1/2)ee'~, belongs to an 
hyperbola VS or an ellipse VS, of semi-axes e and e', where CV = e, with centre C, vertex 
V, CR = z, CT = x, and S the point (e cosh cb, e' sinh Oh) or (e cos +, e' sin qS). [6, 353] 
We begin,  therefore,  wi th  the l ine Dc and its "squar ing , "  us ing  the subst i tu t ion  
z = eZ/x, where  e = CV = CX.  We have  
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1 Qe 2 
Dc = 
2 {xN/2a 4 _ Q2 _ 2a4x2c-2} 
f 1 f f  e2dx areaVdcD- -  Dcdx = ~Q {x~/2a 4_  o -7 -  2a4xZc -2} 
z = ea/x dz = -(eZ/x z) dx 
1 re: dz 
area VdcD = ~ Q N/ (2a4  _ Q2)e-4z2 _ 2a4c -2 
At this point we note that the square root is Newton 's  specified ordinate y = RS. 
We further note that for the attract ive inverse cube force 
z = e cosh ~b 
y = e' sinh ~b 
are the coordinates of  the hyperbola  specified by Turnbull .  Thus,  we find 
dz = e sinh ~b dth = (e/e')y d~b 
° 
area VdcD = ~ Q e/e'  d4~ = ~ Q(e/e')4~ (20) 
area VdcD = area VCX = ~ e20 = (e/e')4~ 
ee' 
or--0- 0 -- 4, (21) 
Thus,  x is specified as a function of  0 (Newton did not make this explicit identifi- 
cation): 
e 2 e 2 [~]  
x = r . . . .  e sech ~b = e sech 0 (22) 
z e cosh ~b 
It remains to identify the auxil iary hyperbola  nd the constant e'.  This auxil iary 
hyperbo la  is 
z2/e 2 -- y2/e'2 = 1 or y = ~v/(e'2/e2)z2 - e '2. 
Compar ing this with Newton 's  value for y, we find that 
e,2 = 2a4c -2 
and we also have 
e2e,2 = 2a 4 _ Q2. 
Finally, one should also verify Newton 's  statement about the proport ional i ty 
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x=r  - i 
-t \ 
FIG. 4. Diagram for the calculation of area CVS and Newton's visualization of the coordinates of 
the inverse cube attractive force orbit. 
between the area "sought"  VdcD and the area of  sector CVS. We have (see 
Fig. 4) 
a reaCVS=~ 02d0' 
tan0 ' -  y e'sinh4~ e' , - - tanh 4~ 
z e cosh 4~ e 
sec 2 0' dO' = e '  sech24 ~d4~ 
e 
1 (q~ ~2 Z2 er e2 ~ 
area CVS 
1 
area CVS = ~ ee' 4~ (23) 
Since area VdcD = ½Q(e/e')rb we have 
area VdcD = (QcZ/2a 4) area CVS. (24) 
The proportional ity constant incorrectly given by Newton  was [QcZ(2a 4 - QZ)]/a4, 
as duly noted by Turnbull [6, 354]. 
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A great advantage of Newton's pictorialization of the integral of Dc is that it 
gives an immediate pictorialization of the orbit. This can be seen in Fig. 4. As 
remarked by Newton, r = e2/CR, and the tangent o the hyperbola t S cuts the 
axis at T, where CT = e2/CR. Thus, r = CT provides a pictorialization of the 
radial coordinate. As the body spirals in to the force center the point T goes from 
V to C. The angular coordinate 0 of the body is proportional to the area CVS or 
proportional to ~b. Since tan O' = (e'/e) tanh ~b, the limiting value of O' as point 
S moves out on the hyperbola, approaching the asymptote ver more closely, 
corresponds to a limiting value for th and a limiting value for the polar angle 0 of 
the body. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have seen that the mysterious conic sections mentioned by Newton in 
Corollary 3 to Proposition 41 are very useful in providing a pictorialization of the 
orbit. It is no surprise that Newton the physicist presented the orbits of the inverse 
cube force in this graphical way, rather than as merely the mathematical calculation 
of the integral of Dc. Indeed, neither in the Principia, nor in his later explanation 
to Gregory, did Newton write any explicit mathematical expression for the inward, 
attractive force spiral, or the outward, repulsive force spiral. Both spirals were 
seen as the motion of the point T combined with the area of the sector CVS. 
The significance of Corollary 3 is that it was the sole concrete example of 
Newton's pathbreaking work on the inverse problem of central forces. The appreci- 
ation of the importance of this work was slow in coming among scientists, 6 and 
much slower in coming among historians of science. It took seven years for 
Gregory to ask for an explanation of Corollary 3. It took almost another 300 years 
for Turnbull to review Newton' sexplanation and find the error in the proportional- 
ity constant between area VdcD and the area of sector CVS. Even today the 
average historian of science is not familiar with Newton's work on the inverse 
problem. There can be no doubt hat the technical nature of Newton's achievement 
and the difficulties attendant upon probing the complexities of the conic sections 
of Corollary 3 have been major roadblocks. This highlights the importance of 
making clear, detailed analyses of important scientific work available in the litera- 
ture of the history of science. 
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6 Whiteside said of Newton's work on Propositions 39-41: "Newton's contemporaries were very 
slow to appreciate the depth and power of this construction--'granted the quadrature of [the pertinent] 
curves'--of the general orbit traversed in a given central force-field, or to acknowledge the ease with 
which it might be applied to the particular cases of the inverse-square and inverse-cube orbits; and 
when, more than a decade later, Pierre Varignon, Jakob Hermann and Johann Bernoulli groped their 
way to equivalent representations of the preceding Propositions XXXIX-XLI in terms of Leibnizian 
calculus (see E. J. Alton, 'The Inverse Problem of Central Forces", Annals of Science, 20, 1965: 
81-99), they regarded their hard-won analytical reformulations ot as mere 'translations' ofNewton's 
geometrically couched theorems but as considerable qualitative improvements upon them." [8, note 
209, 349] 
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